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SOLUTION OF THE QUOTA PROBLEM BY
Before dealing directly with part (b) of the quota problem we shall introduce further notation. It is interesting that there are at most 2' categories of persons relative to the n job categories. This follows since 2' is the total number of distinct sequences of n labels when each label is one of two alternatives ('qualified,' 'not qualified'). We shall represent any of the 2' personnel categories by (i1, *, in) where ij= 1 or 0 according as the persons in that personnel category are or are not qualified in the jth job category (j= 1,t **, n). Let ai,.i be the number* of persons in the personnel category (it, *, in). We shall term ai,-...i the 'size' of the personnel category (i1, , ia). where the summation in the second line of (4) is over all 2' personnel categories (il, i2, ** in). Given that the answer to part (a) is yes, the set of all solutions of (4) is the set of all solutions of part (b).
To begin the successive-reduction method we choose an x, ... i,;j that can be made positive without reversing any of the inequalities that correspond to those in (1). By "inequalities that correspond to those in (1)" we mean inequalities obtained when ail .. When an equality is produced, the total of the (reduced) quotas of what ever job categories are included equals the total of persons who are qualified in at least one of those categories. All those persons must be used just to fill those quotas. Accordingly, we separate that group of job categories from the other job categories and separate the corresponding group of personnel categories from the other personnel categories. The original problem is thereby replaced by two or more quota problems of smaller order.
Having completed the first step of the method, we repeat the reduction procedure on the reduced problem or problems obtained in the first step. Continuing, we ultimately reduce the original problem to quota problems involving not more than three job categories, which can be solved quickly. General solutions of problems having not more than three job categories are given in the next section. In the final section a solution of a problem having five job categories is obtained by the successive-reduction method.
We shall now show that the quota problem resembles special cases of the personnel classification problem and the transportation problem. In view of its similarity to the personnel classification and transportation problems, the quota problem could be solved by means of the simplex method (see references 2 and 5). In general, however, the successivereduction method requires less time and effort than the simplex method. The successive-reduction method has been programnmed on an electronic conmputer for all problems in which the number of job categories is 8 or less. SOLUTION (5) It is easily verified that (15) is a solution since each entry is a nonnegative integer, the sum of elements in a row is not greater than the corresponding personnel category size, and the sum of elements in a column equals the corresponding quota.
ILLUSTRATION OF THE SOLUTION WHEN THERE ARE FIVE JOB CATEGORIES
A NUMERICAL illustration of the successive-reduction method will now be given for the case of five job categories. Let the quotas be b1=25,000, b2= 5,000, b3= 35,000, b4= 32,500, b5= 2,500. There are 32 personnel categories when n =5. Suppose the personnel category sizes are as those given below: 
